CD44 isoforms with exon v6 and metastasis of primary N0M0 breast carcinomas.
New isoforms of CD44 with alternatively spliced exons have recently been described. Expression of exon v6 seems to be of particular interest. It has indeed been associated with poorer outcome of breast cancer patients with node invasion at diagnosis. However, no data were available for patients N0M0 (with neither metastasis nor node invasion at diagnosis). Moreover, previous statistical analyses were realized using immunohistochemical methods to detect CD44v6 expression although several variants with exon v6 have been described. We investigated expression of isoforms containing CD44v6 using an RT-PCR approach and a panel of 25 normal breast specimens, 10 mammary fibroadenomas, 8 cystic samples and 52 primary breast tumors (38 invasive N0M0). Normal breasts, fibroadenomas, and cysts all express the same variant, A (with exon v6 only), while several transcripts are amplified in tumors. Expression of variants other than A correlates with acquisition of a malignant phenotype. Invasive cancers also express additional variants in comparison with in situ carcinomas. Metastasis capacities seem to be associated with transcription of variants other than A but also with no transcription of some of them, variants D (with exons v6 and v10) and L (with exons v6 to v10). Expression of variants D and L correlates with higher percentages of disease-free survival and better outcome. Expression of CD44 splice variants with exon v6, as detected by RT-PCR, might be a useful prognostic factor for breast cancer. However, since the series size is small, our results need to be confirmed by later studies on a larger number of patients.